
 

 

 
 
 

BioCatch Named Winner of Two Prestigious Technology Awards  
Capturing high interest with its behavioral biometrics technology 
 
Tel Aviv, Israel—May X, 2015-- BioCatch, the global leader in Cognitive BiometricsTM, 
Authentication and Malware Detection, was recently recognized for the MRC Emerging 
Technology Awards (METAwards) as well as the Red Herring Europe Award. 
 
The Red Herring Europe Award of which BioCatch was recognized in the security 
category, is an award that celebrates the fastest growing and most innovative private 
companies across Europe. BioCatch is also a finalist for the Red Herring North America 
Award. 

In March, BioCatch was also honored at the METAwards and named winner of the 
Established Category, recognizing leadership and initiative in eCommerce payments and 
fraud. With the ability to analyze over 400 different behavioral parameters, BioCatch’s 
technology can detect fraud and quickly differentiate between genuine customers and 
fraudsters.  

This month, BioCatch will attend and present at the FS-ISAC Annual Summit in Miami 
Beach, FL from May 17-20th. The conference is focused on technologies that allow for 
effective cybersecurity information sharing within the financial services sector. BioCatch 
will present a case study at the event showcasing how their technology can detect 
malware attacks through behavioral biometrics. At the event, BioCatch will be sharing a 
booth with Early Warning following the success of their recent partnership to discuss 
their collaboration.  

Additionally, BioCatch will be attending the MRC European Congress in Brussels, 
Belgium from May 20-22nd, where the company will be presenting their eCommerce 
solution as well as moderating a round table entitled: “ Discussion Table: Biometrics or 
Machine Learning.”  
 
About BioCatch  
 
BioCatch is a leading provider of Cognitive BiometricsTM, Authentication and Malware 
Detection solutions for mobile and Web applications.  Available as a cloud-based 
solution, BioCatch proactively collects and analyzes more than 400 cognitive parameters 
to generate a unique user profile. Banks and ecommerce websites and mobile apps use 
BioCatch to significantly reduce friction associated with risky transactions and protect 



 

 

users against cyber threats, such as Account Takeovers, Man-in-the Browser (MitB) 
Malware and Remote Access (RAT) attacks.  Additionally, BioCatch provides an 
enterprise tool that improves the employee authentication experience while protecting 
access to critical IT assets. The Company was founded in 2011 by experts in neural 
science research, machine learning and cyber security and is currently deployed in 
leading banks across North America, Latin America and Europe. For more information, 
please visit www.biocatch.com  
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